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S3C6410-TFAUbuntu Easy Guide 

The development board used for the 0910 version of Ubuntu, it is to use compiler directives ARMV6 the final 

version, that is, after 2010 releases of the ARM version of Ubuntu are ARMV7 compiler directives, they can not 

run in 6410 on the use of ; because S3C6410-TFA up ARMV6 instruction set. 

Ubuntu system is relatively large (600M and more), it is generally not programmed to use Nand Flash, SD card, 

but by running; most people practice is to put the SD card under Linux formatted as ext2 / 3 format, and then 

the system files copied to the SD card, and modify the kernel boot parameters, which run from a SD card 

Ubuntu; one of the many steps in terms of difficult to understand for beginners, and easy to operate; our 

approach is to use under Linux command to create a system to EXT3 Ubuntu image file, then copy it to the 

ordinary FAT32/FAT format SD card on it, and the disc has a good image file. 

In addition, the 6410 can run on Ubuntu basically that "this can be done", Ubuntu was originally designed for 

desktop systems, although it can run, but we think it is not currently a practical embedded system, Therefore, 

this chapter introduces the contents of the production run in 6410 on the steps in the Ubuntu base system does 

not involve more details, interested free to look at the problem. 

Specifically, since the beginning Superboot-20100917 has been supported by off-line programming to SD card 

Ubuntu installed 1GB Nand Flash, so you can achieve better operating results. 

For the use of memory (DDR RAM) development board for the 256M can also be run directly from the SD card 

EXT3 image, with good results.The use of memory is 128M development board, running more slowly. 

The development board provides the system with the Ubuntu kernel, and Linux is exactly the same, are now 

Linux-2.6.36.Nand Flash programming to run, use the Bootloader is exactly the same. 

1.1 installation running Ubuntu 

1.1.1 Ubuntu install to the development board to run 

Please refer to "Brush Guide" 

1.1.2 SD card running Ubuntu 

We provide a convenient tool and method that allows you to quickly and easily using the SD card to run a full 

Ubuntu 

System, perhaps you have experienced, in this brief us. 

Step1: Use SD-Flasher.exe tool to Superboot programmed into the SD card, see "Brush Guide" 

Step2: the CD image directory to the SD card 

Step3: Open the SD Card \ images \ Pardazesh Sabz.ini configuration file, modify the "Action = Run", change "OS 

= Ubuntu" 



 

 

Step4: Set the development board S2 SDBOOT, and insert the SD card, turn on the power, you can run Ubuntu 

The. The first run, there will be touch screen calibration screen, then click "10" shaped center until the end,  

which Started when the Ubuntu system, the following interface.  

 

We configured the Ubuntu system, use the XFCE window manager instead of GNOME system because GNOME 

too large, the entire system is almost impossible to run.Entering the system, you may see interesting 

applications, most of the basic settings, if you use the touch pen is not convenient, you can also try a USB mouse 

connected, the entire system is running very slow, you need a great the patient to experience the job.If not 

move over time, the system will enter the screen saver state, like PC-like.  

Using the XFCE window manager Ubuntu desktop as shown, you can see, it can automatically recognize the SD 

 

Card, and displayed on the desktop. 

This is a screenshot of some of its settings menu. 

 



 

 

 

Description: The SD card running Ubuntu system, but only uses two files: 

- UzImage: kernel file, for different types of LCD, each with a different kernel file 

- Rootfs_ubuntu.ext3: EXT3 file system image file formats, production methods, see the following sections 

. 1.2 Development environment set up Ubuntu 

Description: here the Ubuntu development environment, is only compiled the kernel and Bootloader need to 

create the appropriate development environment, rather than the Ubuntu file system. 

1.2.1 on the development platform and cross-compiler 

Ubuntu standard Linux development environment and is basically the same, the main development platform is 

installed Fedora9 and install cross compiler tool chain and mktools, it uses the compiler and the standard Ubuntu 

are the same, detailed steps, see "Linux Developer's Guide." 

1.2.2 extract the kernel source code installed 

First, create a working directory / opt/Pardazesh Sabz/S3C6410-TFA-FA/ubuntu 

At the command line 

# Mkdir-p / opt/Pardazesh Sabz/S3C6410-TFA-FA/ubuntu step behind all the source code will extract the 

installation this directory, which currently it is empty. (1) package ready for Ubuntu systems 

In Fedora9 system / tmp directory, create a temporary directory / tmp / ubuntu 

# Mkdir / tmp / ubuntu 

Ubuntu CD in the directory all the files are copied to / tmp / ubuntu directory Description: This is to unify the 

following steps, in fact, you can use a different directory, you can also directly from the 

Extract the installation CD. 

(2) Extract the install u-boot source code 

In the working directory / opt/Pardazesh Sabz/S3C6410-TFA-FA/ubuntu perform: 

# Cd / opt/Pardazesh Sabz/S3C6410-TFA-FA/ubuntu 

# Tar xvzf / tmp/ubuntu/u-boot-S3C6410-TFA-FA-20101106.tar.gz 

Will create the build u-boot-S3C6410-TFA-FA directory, which contains a complete description of the kernel 

source code: 20101106 Release Date is the logo, to the actual date of the CD suffix shall prevail. 

 

 



 

 

(3) extract the kernel source code installed in the working directory / opt/Pardazesh Sabz/S3C6410-TFA-

FA/ubuntu perform: 

# Cd / opt/Pardazesh Sabz/S3C6410-TFA-FA/ubuntu 

# Tar xvzf / tmp / ubuntu / linux-2.6.36-20101115.tar.gz 

Will create a generation linux-2.6.36 directory, which contains a complete description of the kernel source code: 

20101115 Release Date is the logo, to the actual date of the CD suffix shall prevail. 

(4) extract the ARM version of Ubuntu installed on the target file system working directory / opt/Pardazesh 

Sabz/S3C6410-TFA-FA/ubuntu perform: 

# Cd / opt/Pardazesh Sabz/S3C6410-TFA-FA/ubuntu 

# Tar xvzf / tmp/ubuntu/rootfs-ubuntu-0910-20101120.tar.gz 

Will create a rootfs-ubuntu-0910 catalog. 

Note: 20101120 is the date of issue or updated logo, to the actual date of the CD suffix shall prevail; source code 

package also includes a compilation of all necessary to create ubuntu system source code and scripts. 

1.3 Fabrication and installation or run a file system image 

1.3.1 make UBIFS file system image format 

Use mkubimage tool, the target file system directory can be made into UBIFS image file format, when it burned 

to start writing Nand Flash, the entire root directory will be there UBIFS file system format, the default Ubuntu 

kernel already supports the file system, the command line type: 

# Cd / opt/Pardazesh Sabz/S3C6410-TFA-FA/ubuntu1 

# Mkubimage rootfs-ubuntu-0910 rootfs-ubuntu-0910.ubi 

Wait a moment, in the current directory will be generated rootfs-ubuntu-0910.ubi file, you can refer to Chapter 

III-step approach, via USB or SD to be programmed into the Nand Flash in it. 

Note: UBIFS file system format has some compression, so the image will produce a smaller than yaffs2 format, so 

the programming can also be faster. 

 

1.3.2 Creating EXT3 format image file of Ubuntu systems 

Use mkext3image tool, you can create the target file system directory to EXT3 format image file, copy it to SD 

card, so you can run directly on the SD card in it, without having to burn to write Nand Flash, the default Ubuntu 

kernel already supports the file system, the default configuration file Pardazesh Sabz.ini has also supported the 

launch of ext3 image file, the command line type: 

# Cd / opt/Pardazesh Sabz/S3C6410-TFA-FA/ubuntu 



 

 

# Mkubimage rootfs-ubuntu-0910 rootfs-ubuntu-0910.ext3 

Wait a moment, in the current directory will be generated rootfs-ubuntu-0910.ext3 file, usually you put it 

directly to an SD card in the images / Ubuntu / directory, and overwrite the same file you can use it; course You 

can also change the other names, and modify the configuration file Pardazesh Sabz.ini in the "Ubuntu-RootFs-

RunImage =" is defined as your file name on it. 

Note: EXT3 file system format can save the data, using tools made mkext3image image file directory size is 

generally larger than the actual 30%, some common purpose is to save the configuration file, for less than 64M 

of the target file system, places 64M as the basic capacity calculation, that is, the smallest image of ext3 file 64M 

x 1.3 = 

83.2M. 

 


